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	Student Code: 0201
	Present level of performance: Given a familiar vocational office task (such as shredding paper, filling envelopes or stapling paper), Josh will correctly complete the task with an average of 10 verbal, gestural, and physical prompts from the teacher across 3 consecutive data collections. 
	Initial Objective: Given a familiar vocational office task (such as shredding paper, filling envelopes or stapling paper) and a visual support, Josh will correctly complete the task with no more than 7 gestural and verbal prompts from the teacher across 3 consecutive data collections. 
	Secondary Objective: Given a familiar vocational office task (such as shredding paper, filling envelopes or stapling paper) and a visual support, Josh will correctly complete the task with no more than 5 gestural and verbal prompts from the teacher across 3 consecutive data collections. 
	Annual Goal: Given a familiar vocational office task (such as shredding paper, filling envelopes or stapling paper) and a visual support, Josh will correctly complete the task with no more than 3 gestural prompts from the teacher across 3 consecutive data collections.
	Exceeds Annual Goal: Given a familiar vocational office task (such as shredding paper, filling envelopes or stapling paper) and a visual support, Josh will correctly complete the task with no prompts from the teacher across 3 consecutive data collections.
	CSESA component: [PRISM]
	Other EBP: [Prompting]
	Date developed: 6/30/3013
	developed by: Pleasant Valley Vocational Center
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